AWARDS OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN
Owain Raw-Rees
In 1979 Iran became an Islamic Republic and the
complete awards system that had existed from the time
of the Qajjar and Pahlavi dynasties became obsolete.
The Republic has a theocratic system of government
with ultimate political authority nominally vested in a
learned religious scholar.

new awards.
With regard to the institution of such awards the Iranian
Constitution is brief:
ARTICLE 129 - The President shall award State
decorations and medals.
However the Constitution does more fully attend to the
nature and role of the nation’s defense forces:

ARTICLE 143 - The Army of the Islamic Republic
of Iran shall be responsible for safeguarding the
independence, territorial integrity and the Islamic
republican system of the country.
Figure 1: Flag of the Republic of lran.

The flag of the Republic (Figure 1) retains the tri-color
format of the previous regime and is full of symbolism.
It consists of three equal horizontal bands of green (top
and representative of Islam), white (representative of
peace), and red (representative of courage); with the
national emblem of a stylized representation of the word
"Allah" in the shape of a tulip, a symbol of martyrdom,
in red in the center of the white band. It is a long held
tradition in Iran that a red tulip will grow on the graves
of those who die in the service of the nation. The word
Allah in its format of five elements, four crescents and a
sword, is also representative of the five pillars of Islam
and the central line (sword) has above it a tashdid, a
device in Arabic script which doubles the letter and here
is doubling the strength of the sword. The inscription;
Allah Akbar (God is Great) in white Arabic kufic script,
is repeated eleven times along the bottom edge of the
green band and eleven times along the top edge of the
red band. This repetition is representative of the date of
the establishment of the Republic, being the 22nd of the
11 th month of the Iranian calendar.
At some stage following the establishment of the Republic
a new system of awards was instituted primarily to
recognize service, in one form or another, within the
various military and civil forces. These consist of the
Ground Forces, Navy, Air Force (including Air Defense),
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, Special Operations,
Popular Mobilization Army and Law Enforcement
Forces. It should be noted that the aforementioned
national emblem features in many of the ribbons of the
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ARTICLE 144 - The Army of the Islamic Republic of
Iran shall be an Islamic army, which is an ideological
and peoples army and which shall recruit competent
individuals faithful to the objectives of the Islamic
Revolution and ready to make sacrifices for attaining
the same.
ARTICLE 150 - The Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps, which was established in the early days of
the victory of this Revolution, shall continue to exist
in order to carry out its role as the protector of the
revolution and its achievements. The scope of function
and responsibilities of this corps in relation to the
function and responsibilities of other armed forces
shall be laid down by law emphasizing the brotherly
cooperation and coordination between them.

Anecdotal evidence from contributors to the Iran Military
Forum indicates that a series of awards was instituted
towards the end of the Iran-Iraq war - 1980 to 1988. No
awards were made or seen until the last two years of the
war, and these were apparently rare even then. To veterans
of the war a small monthly cash pension is paid and this is
accompanied by a certificate. The highest of these awards
was awarded posthumously to the families of certain
martyrs and may be known as "Nishan e Haider" (Order
of Lion - a title sometimes given to Ali the fourth Caliph)
- however little is known of this award. During a visit to
Tehran in the late 1990s I had the good fortune to visit
the Martyrs Museum - across the road from the former
United States Embassy. While there was no dedicated
medal display, there were a number of displays relating
to specific martyrs of the Iran-Iraq war and these displays
had within them a well-made medal, which I was advised
by the Curator was a Martyr’s Medal. The illustration in
JOMSA

Figure 2 is poor and taken from a local press cutting but
it does illustrate this award.

Figure 2: Obverse of the Martyr’s Medal

While the award is posthumous it only appears to
have been awarded to those who died in exceptional
circumstances - probably displaying great bravery. The
article notes that the award is called the Fateh Medal,
(Fateh translates as victory), but it is clearly not the
same award as the medal of the same name in the current
military series. In addition to the aforementioned Martyrs
award, contributors to the Forum have indicated the
following awards also existed:
Jomhuri (Republic). Apparently awarded to an
individual for the liberation of Khoramshahr and
the liberation of Mehhran and also for injuries
suffered.
Shahamat (Bravery). Awarded for 30 days
service in Khoramshahr and for the liberation of
Sussangerd.
Figure 3: Ribbons of the military awards

In addition two further awards named Egtedar
(Government) and Vazife (Scholarship).
Zld~kar

Name of Imam Ali’s sword.

Shaja ’at
Bravery
Danesh
Knowledge.
Razi
Medical.
Warzish
Sport.

Janbazy
Self-sacrifice
Eesar
Sacrifice.
Jihad
Holy War.
Aloom Istirategi

Strategic science.

A ’all
Post-graduate.
Sarparasti
Supervisor or guardian.
Daurah Kardani
Assistant of Arts.
Arzi
Application’?

Muqadmati
Preliminary.
Takhasusi
Specialized.
Daurah Karshinasi
Bachelor of Arts.
This is illegible.

Fateh
Conquest or Victory
Liyaqat
Merit or worthiness.
Sarbulandi
Honor or credit.
Hunar
Art.
Da.foos
University of Command and
General Staff. Tehran.
Danishgahi Afsari
Officers’ College.
Amozishgahi Nizami
Military Academy.
Daurah Karshinasi Azhad
Master of Arts.
Daurahi Daktorah
Doctorate

Table 1: List of awards in Figure 3.
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of the Republic of lran.

At some stage following the end of the
war a formal series of military awards was
instituted for the Republic. Following receipt
from a colleague of a color image of the
applicable ribbons (Figure 3) I have been
able to detail, in apparent order of seniority
the current awards (Table 1).
It appears from Table 1 that all of the senior
awards detailed are military decorations
for gallantry or service. The senior award Zulfikar- also the senior award of the Qajjar
and Pahlavi regimes, and is named after the
sword which belonged to Ali, the fourth
Caliph in succession to Mohammed and the
first Iman to the Shia (The name comes from
notches or grooves on the blade of a sword.)
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The Danesh, Razi, Hunar and Warzish awards echo
awards of the same name from the previous regime
and indeed use the same ribbons.It may be that the
some of these awards are purely ribbons with no
issued medal and that they merely indicate attendance
at a particular institution or achievement of certain
qualifications. In addition to the above illustration I
am also able to illustrate a number of actual ribbon
bars beginning with the one in Figure 4 and Table 2
Figure 6: On the right Major General Yahya Rahitn Safari,
Commander of the Revolutionary Guards.

Figure 4: Actual ribbon bar with ribbons of Iranian awards.

Fateh
Conquest or Victory.
Janbazy
Self-sacrifice.

Sarbulandi
Honor or credit.
Dafoos
University of Command and
General Staff, Tehran.
A ’ali
Post-graduate.

Razi
Medical.
Daurah Karshbtasi Arshad
Master of Arts.

Muqadmati
Preliminary

The Revolutionary Guards or Sepah-e-Pasdaran, formed
in May 1979, is separate from and parallel to the regular
Iranian army and is equipped with its own air, ground
and naval forces. The Guards are also responsible for
Iran’s missile forces over which the regular army has
no control. Recent efforts have been made to create
a joint command between the regular Army and the
Revolutionary Guards but these have been limited. Iran’s
current president, Mahmoud Ahmadinej ad, was a member
of the Revolutionary Guard during the 1980-88 or IranIraq war.

Liyaqat
Merit or worthiness.
Fateh
Conquest or Victory.
Jihad
Holy war.
Warzish
Sport.
Danishgahi Afsari
Officers’ College.

Table 2: List of the ribbons illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 5: Devices on the ribbon of the Fateh Medal

The duplication of the Fateh (Conquest or Victory) ribbon
with differing devices would indicate two degrees of this
award and the script on the first device reads FATEtt.
Fateh medals were issued after 1988 to veterans of
the war for eight years service. Also the medals appear
to be issued in three classes - the 1st class to senior
commanders; the 2nd Class to Colonels and Brigadiers;
and the 3rd Class to Lieutenant Colonels and below. It
would also appear that repeat awards are indicated by
the addition of up to three such devices per ribbon as
demonstrated in the ribbon bar illustrated in Figure 5
and is as worn by the current head of the Revolutionary
Guards Major-General Yahya Rahim Safavi (Figure 6).
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Figure 7: Obverse of the Fateh Medal

The Fateh Medal (Figure 7) consists of a flaming
torch and crossed swords, hilts uppermost and a wreath
encircling a central design of a red tulip on a black
background within a red circle. Suspension from the
ribbon is through a loop through the uppermost flames
of the torch. The reverse (Figure 8) bears an inscription
from the Koran, Chapter 3, Verse 169 that translates as:
"Do not think that those who are killed in the cause of
God are dead; they are alive at their Lord, enjoying His
sustenance." The ribbon is green with a wide central band
of red and narrow white edges.
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